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Abstract. Open systems are becoming increasingly important in a variety of distributed, networked computer applications. Their characteristics, such as agent
diversity, heterogeneity and fluctuation, confront multiagent learning with new
challenges. This paper presents the interaction learning meta-architecture InFFrA
as one possible answer to these challenges, and introduces the opponent classification heuristic A D H OC as a concrete multiagent learning method that has been
designed on the basis of InFFrA. Extensive experimental validation proves the
adequacy of A D H OC in a scenario of iterated multiagent games and underlines
the usefulness of schemas such as InFFrA specifically tailored for open multiagent learning environments. At the same time, limitations in the performance of
A D H OC suggest further improvements to the methods used here. Also, the results
obtained from this study allow more general conclusions regarding the problems
of learning in open systems to be drawn.

1 Introduction
The advent of the Internet brought with it an increasing interest in open systems [8,
10]. Real-world applications such as Web Services, ubiquitous computing, web-based
supply chain management, peer-to-peer systems, ad hoc networks for mobile computing
etc. involve interaction between users (humans, mobile devices, companies) with different goals whose internal structure is intransparent for others. Agent populations change
dynamically over time. Drop-outs, malicious agents and agents who fail to complete
tasks assigned to them may jeopardise the robustness of the overall system. Centralised
authorities and “trusted third parties” are (if they exist at all) not always trustworthy
themselves, since ultimately they are also serving someone’s self-interest.
Obviously, these phenomena confront multiagent systems (MAS) [19] research with
new challenges, because many assumptions regarding the knowledge of agents about
each other are no more realistic. While the MAS community as a whole has been concentrating on relatively closed systems for a long time, multiagent learning researchers
have long dealt with the problems of openness. This is because of the characteristic
of machine learning [12] approaches in general to look at problems of acquiring useful
knowledge from observation in complex domains in which this knowledge is not readily
available. Thus, it is only natural to take a learning approach to build intelligent, flexible

and adaptive agents that can operate in open systems – in fact, the amount of potentially
“missing” knowledge offers a seemingly endless source of new learning problems that
need to be tackled.
Mostly, the purpose of applying learning techniques in the construction of adaptive
agents is to learn how to predict the behaviour of the system one way or the other. As far
as multiagent learning is concerned, this means learning how to predict the behaviour
of other agents, e.g. by learning their preferences [2], their strategies [3, 6, 17], the
outcomes of joint actions or all of these [15], i.e. in some way to acquire a model of the
opponent1. Most of the time, these models are also used to derive an optimal strategy
towards this opponent at the same time, such as in [5, 3, 6, 15].
The majority of these multiagent learning approaches adopt a heavily cognitionbiased view of learning, which aims at extracting as much information from observation
as possible about an individual. However, in large-scale, open MAS, in which agents
have only occasional encounters with peers they are acquainted with, learning models
of individual peer agents may not be feasible. This is because the cost of acquiring and
maintaining an adequate model of the other normally outweighs its potential benefits if
the probability of interacting with that same agent in the future is not very high.
This problem has lead us to investigate a more social view of multiagent learning
that is more adequate for open systems, which, at its core, focuses around the idea of
learning the behaviour of agents in certain classes of interactions rather than the specific properties of particular agents. At the level of architectures for social learning of
this kind, we have developed InFFrA [14] which provides a meta-model for developing
appropriate learning algorithms. In this paper, we present a concrete implementation
of this model for the problem of learning in multi-agent games called A D H OC (Adaptive Heuristic for Opponent Classification) and illustrate its usefulness by providing
extensive experimental results. These confirm our initial intuition that the road to the
development of new multiagent learning methods for open systems is long, but that our
methodology is a first step in the right direction.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: we first introduce our general
intuitions about learning in open systems (section 1). Subsequently, section 2 presents
an abridged introduction to the InFFrA social learning architecture. Section 3 then introduces A D H OC, an application of InFFrA to learning in multi-player games and section
4 presents extensive experimental results obtained from A D H OC simulations. In section
5, we discuss these results and make suggestions for further improvements, and section
6 concludes.

2 Open Systems: A New Challenge for Multiagent Learning
One of the most prominent problems multiagent learning (MAL) research deals with is
how to build an agent who can learn to perform optimally in a given environment. We
will restrict the scope of our analysis to a sub-class of this problem, in which we are
more specifically concerned with building an optimal “goal-rational agent” by assuming
1

We will make frequent use of the terms opponent, adversary, peer, partner etc. They are all
intended to mean “other agent” without any implications regarding the competitive or cooperative nature of the interactions.

that an agent has preferences regarding different states of affairs and that she deliberates
in order to reach those states of the world that seem most desirable to her (usually, these
preferences are expressed by a utility function or an explicit set of goals/tasks).
The environment such an agent is situated in is assumed to be co-inhabited by other
agents that the agent interacts with. We assume that, in general, agents’ actions have
effects on each other’s goal attainment so that agents have to coordinate their actions
with each other to perform well.
In the absence of omnipotence, it is useful and often necessary for agents to organise their experience in a cause-and-effect model of some sort in order to be able to adapt
to the environment and to take rational action; only if the rules that govern the world
are discovered can an agent actively pursue its goals through means-ends-reasoning,
because such means-ends-reasoning requires making predictions about the effects of
one’s own actions. Such a model of the world should not only capture the properties of
the physical environment, but also describe (and predict) the behaviour of other agents,
as they also influence the outcome of certain activities. In our analysis, we concentrate
on the latter problem and neglect all problems associated with learning to behave optimally in a (passive) environment. This is to say that our focus is on agents that model
other agents in order to predict the future behaviour of those agents.
While the activity of modelling other agents forms part of virtually any “socially
adaptive” agent design, open MAS have some special characteristics that add to the
complexity of this modelling activity:
1. Behavioural diversity: In open systems, agents are usually granted (deliberately or
inevitably) more degrees of freedom in their behaviour. For example, they might
be untruthful, malicious or not behaving rationally from the modelling agent’s perspective. Generally speaking, an agent that is trying to model other agents can make
less a priori assumptions about the internals or the behaviour of other agents (such
as the benevolence and rationality assumptions in the above examples). In machine
learning terms, this means that the hypothesis space [12] used when learning about
others will be larger than it is in closed systems.
2. Agent heterogeneity: Open systems allow for a larger variety of possible agent designs than closed systems do. One problem this leads to is that an agent who is
building models of other agents will need to maintain many different models. Worse
still, it might be the case that the modelling agent has to apply different learning
methods for different peers (for example, a logic-based adversary might be better
modelled using inductive logic programming while decision tree learning might be
better when modelling a reactive opponent).
3. Agent fluctuation: If agents may freely enter and leave the system, it is not clear
how the agent should assess the value of learning a model of them. This makes
it very hard to estimate how much effort should be spent on learning models of
particular agents (given that the agent has only limited resources some of which
it also needs for perception, planning and execution), considering that information
about certain agents might become useless anytime. A side-effect of this is also
that it becomes much harder to develop a reasonable “exploration vs. exploitation”
strategy, not knowing which partners deserve being “explored”.

Taken together, these phenomena might be seen as different aspects of what can be
called the contingent acquaintances problem (CAP) of modelling other agents: the
problem that the behaviours of known peers are unrestricted, that there are many different agents the modelling agent is acquainted with, and that there is uncertainty about
the value of information obtained from learning more about these acquaintances.
Although opponent modelling (OM) has received considerable attention from the
multiagent learning community in recent years, we feel that this problem has been
largely ignored. Our own research has been focusing on a specific approach that addresses the CAP by different means called interaction frame learning. Essentially, it
is based on the idea of learning different categories of interactions instead of particular models of individual adversaries, while combining learned patterns of behaviour
appropriately with information about some specific individual agent whenever such information is available.

3 InFFrA: A Meta-Architecture for Social Learning
InFFrA (the Interaction Frames and Framing Architecture) is a sociologically informed
framework for building social learning and reasoning architectures. It is based on the
concepts of “interaction frames” and “framing” which originate in the work of Erving
Goffman [9]. Essentially, interaction frames describe classes of interaction situations
and provide guidance to the agent about how to behave in a particular social context.
Framing, on the other hand, signifies the process of applying frames in interaction situations appropriately. As Goffman puts it, framing is the process of answering the question “what is going on here?” in a given interaction situation – it enables the agent to
act in a competent, routine fashion.
In a MAL context, interaction frames can be seen as learning hypotheses that contain information about interaction situations. This information should suffice to structure interaction for the individual that employs the frames. Also, frames describe recurring categories of interaction rather than the special properties of individual agents, as
most models learned by OM techniques.Thus, learning interaction frames is suitable to
cope with the class of learning problems described in the previous section.
A brief overview of InFFrA will suffice for the purposes of this paper and hence we
will not go into its details here. More complete accounts can be found in [14] and [16].
In their computationally operationalised version, frames are data structures which
contain information about
– the possible interaction trajectories (i.e. the courses the interaction may take in
terms of sequences of actions/messages),
– roles and relationships between the parties involved in an interaction of this type,
– contexts within which the interaction may take place (states of affairs before, during, and after an interaction is carried out) and
– beliefs, i.e. epistemic states of the interacting parties.
Figure 1 shows a graphical representation for the interaction frame (henceforth “frame”)
data structure. As examples for how the four “slots” of information it provides might
be realised, it contains graphical representations of groups (boxes) and relationships
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Fig. 1. Interaction frame data structure.

(arrows) in the “roles and relationships” slot and a protocol-like model of concurrent
agent actions in the “trajectories” slot. The “contexts” slot embeds the trajectory model
in boxes that contain preconditions, postconditions and conditions that have to hold
during execution of the frames. The “beliefs” slot contains a semantic network and a
belief network as two possible representations of ontological and causal knowledge,
where shaded boxes define which parts of the networks are known to which participant of the frame. A final important characteristic of frames is that certain attributes
of the above must be assumed to be shared knowledge among interactants (so-called
common attributes) for the frame to be carried out properly while others may be private
knowledge of the agent who “owns” the frame (private attributes). Private attributes
are mainly used by agents to store their personal experience with a frame, e.g. utilities associated with previous frame enactments and instance values for the variables
used in generic representations that describe past enactments (“histories”), inter-frame
relationships (“links”) etc.
Apart from the interaction frame abstraction, InFFrA also offers a control flow
model for social reasoning and social adaptation based on interaction frames, through
which an InFFrA agent performs its framing. Before describing the steps that are performed in this reasoning cycle, we need to introduce the data structures on which they
operate. They are
- the active frame (the unique frame currently activated),
- the perceived frame (a frame-wise interpretation of the currently observed state of
affairs),
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Fig. 2. Detailed view of the framing-based agent architecture. The main line of reasoning between
perception and action (shown as a shaded arrow) captures both the sub-processes involved and
the temporal order in which they occur.

- the difference model (containing the differences between perceived frame and active frame),
- the trial frame (the current hypothesis when alternatives to the current frame are
sought for),
- and the frame repository, a (suitably organised) frame database used as a hypothesis
space.
The control flow model consists of the following steps:
1. Matching: Compare the current interaction situation (the perceived frame) with the
frame that is currently being used (the active frame).
2. Assessment: Assess the usability of the current active frame.
3. Framing decision: If the current frame seems appropriate, retain the active frame
and continue with 6. Else, proceed with 4. to find a more suitable frame.
4. Re-framing: Search the frame repository for more suitable frames. If candidates are
found, “mock-activate” one of them as a trial frame and go back to 1; else, proceed
with 5.
5. Adaptation: Iteratively modify frames in the frame repository and continue with 4.
If no candidates for modification can be found, create a new frame on the grounds
of the perceived frame.
6. Enactment: Influence action decisions by applying the active frame. Return to 1.

Figure 2 visualises the steps performed in this reasoning cycle. It introduces a functional
module for each of the above steps and shows how these modules operate on the active/perceived/trial frame, difference model and frame repository data structures. Also,
it links the sub-social reasoning (e.g. BDI [13]) level to the InFFrA layer by suggesting
that the agent’s goals and preferences are taken into account in the frame assessment
phase.
InFFrA offers a number of advantages regarding the design of social learning techniques for open learning environments:
1. The frame abstraction combines information about all the relevant aspects of a
certain class of interaction.
It contains information about who is interacting, what they are expected (not) to do
when they interact, when they will apply this frame and what they need to know
to carry out the frame appropriately. At the same time, it is left to the particular
algorithm designed with InFFrA to specify which of these aspects it will focus on
and how they will be modelled. For example, beliefs can be completely disregarded
in scenarios in which behavioural descriptions are considered sufficient.
2. The framing procedure addresses all issues relevant to the design of interaction
learning algorithms.
It assists the designer in the analysis of
– what knowledge should be captured by the frames and which level of abstraction should be chosen for them,
– how perception is to be interpreted and matched against existing conceptions
of frames,
– how to define an implementable criterion for retaining or rejecting a frame,
– which operators will be used for retrieving, updating, generating and modifying
frames in the repository,
– how the concrete behaviour of the agent should be influenced by frame activation (in particular, how local goal-oriented decision-making should be combined with social considerations).
3. It provides a unifying view for various perspectives on social learning at the interaction level.
By touching upon classical machine learning issues such as classification, active
learning, exploration vs. exploration, case-based methods, reinforcement and the
use of prior knowledge, InFFrA provides a complete learning view of interaction.
This enables us to make the relationship of specific algorithms to these issues explicit, if the algorithms have been developed (or analysed) with InFFrA.
In the following section, we will lay out the process of applying the InFFrA framework in the design of a MAL system for opponent classification.

4

A D H OC

InFFrA has been successfully used to develop the A Daptive Heuristic for Opponent
Classification A D H OC which addresses the problem of learning opponent models in
the presence of large numbers of opponents. This is a highly relevant problem in open

systems, because encounters with particular adversaries are only occasional, so that
the an agent will usually encounter peers it knows nothing of. Therefore, hoping that
opponents will only use a limited set of strategies is the only possibility of learning
anything useful at all, and hence it is only natural to model classes of opponents instead
of individuals.
Remarkably, this issue has been largely overlooked by research on opponent modelling. Yet, this area abounds in methods for learning models of particular individuals’
strategies (cf. [2, 5, 3, 6, 15]). Therefore, proposing new OM methods was not an issue
by itself in the development of A D H OC. Instead, the classification method was thought
to be parametrised with some OM method in concrete implementations. In fact, A D H OC does not depend on any particular choice of OM method, as long as the opponent
models fulfil certain criteria.
For our experimental evaluation in an iterated multiagent game-playing scenario,
we combined A D H OC with the well-known US-L* algorithm proposed by Carmel and
Markovitch [4, 3]. This algorithm is based on modelling opponent strategies in terms of
deterministic finite automata (DFA) which can then be used to learn an optimal counterstrategy, e.g. by using standard Q-learning [18]. In explaining the system, we will first
give an overview of A D H OC, then explain the underlying models and algorithms, and
finally describe how it can be combined with the US-L* algorithm.
4.1 Overview

   

  



A D H OC creates and maintains a bounded, dynamically adapted number of opponent
classes
in a society of agents
together with a (crisp)
agent-class membership function
that denotes which class any known
agent pertains to from the perspective of a modelling agent . In our application of
A D H OC to multiagent iterated games, each of this classes will consist of (i) a DFA that
represents the strategy of opponents assigned to it (this DFA is learned using the USL* algorithm), (ii) a Q-value table that is used for evolving an optimal counter-strategy
against this behaviour and (iii) a set of most recent interactions with this class. This
instance of A D H OC complies with the more general assumptions that have to be made
regarding any OM method that is used – it allows for the derivation of an opponent
model and it makes the use of this model possible in order to achieve optimal behaviour
towards this kind of opponent.
A D H OC assumes that interaction takes place between only two agents at a time in
discrete encounters
of length where and are the actions
of
and
in each round, respectively. Each pair
is associated with a realvalued utility for agent 2 .
The top-level A D H OC algorithm operates on the following inputs:
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Any encounter can be interpreted as a fixed length iterated two-player normal-form game [7];
however, the OM method we use in our implementation does not require that
be a fixed
function that returns the same payoff for every enactment of a joint action
(in contrast
to classical game-theoretic models of iterated games).

- the behaviour of both agents in the current encounter (we assume that A D H OC is
called after the encounter is over) and
- an upper bound on the maximal size of .
It maintains and modifies the values of

     
   

- the current set of opponent classes
- the current membership function
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Thus, assuming that an OM method is available for any
(obtained via the
function
) which provides
with methods for optimal action determination,
the agent can use that model to plan its next steps.
In InFFrA terms, each A D H OC class is an interaction frame. In a given encounter,
the modelling agent matches the current sequence of opponent moves with the behavioural models of the classes in (situation interpretation and matching). It then
determines the most appropriate class for the adversary (assessment). In A D H OC, this is
done using a similarity measure between adversaries and classes. After an encounter,
the agent may have to revise its framing decision: If the current class does not cater for
the current encounter, the class has to be modified (frame adaptation), or a better class
has to be retrieved from (re-framing). If no adequate alternative is found or frame
adaptation seems inappropriate, a new class has to be generated that matches the current encounter. In order to determine its own next action, the agent applies the counterstrategy learned for this particular opponent model (behaviour generation). Feedback
obtained from the encounter is used to update the hypothesis about the agent’s optimal
strategy towards the current opponent class.
A special property of A D H OC is that is combines the two types of opponent modelling previously discussed, i.e. the method of learning something about particular opponents versus the method of learning types of behaviours or strategies that are relevant
for more than one adversary. It does so by distinguishing between opponents the agent
is acquainted with and those it encounters for the first time. If an unknown peer is encountered, that agent determines the optimal class to be chosen after each move in the
iterated game, possibly revising its choice over and over again. Else, the agent uses its
experience with the peer by simply applying the counter-strategy suggested by the class
that this peer had previously been assigned to.
Next, we will describe how all this is realised in A D H OC in more detail.
4.2 The Heuristic in Detail
Before presenting the top-level heuristic itself, we first have to introduce O PTA LTC LASS, a function for determining the most suitable class for an opponent after a new
encounter which is employed in several situations in the top-level A D H OC algorithm.
A pseudo-code description of this function is given in algorithm 1.
The O PTA LT C LASS procedure proceeds as follows: if is empty, a new class is
created whose opponent model is consistent with (function N EW C LASS). Else, a set of
maximally similar classes
is computed, the similarity of which with the behaviour



Algorithm 1 procedure O PTA LT C LASS
inputs: Agent  , Encounter  , Set  , Int k, Int 
outputs: Class 
begin
if 
then
{Compute the set of classes that are most similar to  , at least with similarity  }
       !#"%$&    (' *)+   , .-/
if 0
then
{Return the “best” of the most similar classes}
return arg 1 2$&35426 Q UALITY 
else
{Create a new class, if  5 permits; else, the “high similarity” condition is dropped}
if  587:9 then
return N EW C LASS(  )
else
return O PTA LT C LASS ; ,9 (<>=
end if
end if
else
return N EW C LASS(  )
end if
end
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must be at least ? (we explain below how this threshold is used in the top-level
heuristic).
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The algorithm strongly relies on the definition a similarity measure
that
reflects how accurate the predictions of regarding the past behaviour of
are. In
our prototype implementation, the value of is computed as the ratio between the
number of encounters with
correctly predicted by the class and the number of total
encounters with
(where only entirely correctly predicted action sequences count as
“correct” predictions, i.e. a single mis-predicted move suffices to reject the prediction
of a particular class). As we well see below in the description of the top-level algorithm,
this definition of does not require entire encounters with to be stored (which would
contradict our intuition that less attention should be paid to learning data associated
with individual peers). Instead, the modelling agent can simply keep track of the ratio
of successful predictions by incrementing counters.











If
is empty, a new class has to be generated for . However, this is only
possible if the size of does not exceed , because, as mentioned before, we require
the set of opponent classes to be bounded in size. If has already reached its maximal
EDF?
size, O PTA LT C LASS is called with ? A@CB , so that the side-condition of
can be dropped if necessary.
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is not empty, i.e. there exist several classes with identical (maximal) similarity, we pick the best class according to the heuristic function Q UALITY, which may
use any additional information regarding the reliability or computational cost of classes.

In our implementation, this function is defined as follows:
Q UALITY

where
-
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ALL is the total number of all predictions of class in all past games,
CORRECT
is the total number of correct predictions of class in all past
games,
all is the total number of all predictions of class in the current encounter,
correct is the total number of correct predictions of class in the current encounter,
agents
,
known_agents be the number of known agents,
C OST ( C ) is a measure for the size of the model
and
.
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Thus, we consider those classes to be most reliable and efficient that are



1. accurate in past and current predictions (usually,
);
2. that account for a great number of agents (i.e. that have a large “support”);
3. that are small in size, and hence computationally cheap.
It should be noted that the definition of a Q UALITY function is not a critical choice in
our implementation of A D H OC, since it is only used to obtain a deterministic method
of optimal class selection in case several classes have exactly the same similarity value
for the opponent in question (a rather unlikely situation). If the similarity measure is
less fine-grained, though, such a “quality” heuristic might significantly influence the
optimal class choice.
Given the O PTA LT C LASS function that provides a mechanism to re-classify agents,
we can now present the top-level A D H OC heuristic. Apart from the inputs and outputs
already described in the previous paragraphs, it depends on a number of additional
internal parameters:



- an encounter comprehension flag ecf(c) that is true, whenever the opponent model
of some class “understands” (i.e. would have correctly predicted) the current encounter;
- an “unchanged” counter
that counts the number of past encounters (across
opponents) for which the model for has remained stable;
- a model stability threshold that is used to determine very stable classes;
- similarity thresholds
and
that similarities
are compared against to
determine when an agent needs to be re-classified and which classes it might be
assigned to.
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Algorithm 2 A D H OC top-level heuristic
inputs: Agent  , Encounter  , Integer 9
outputs: Set  , Membership function
begin
  
{The similarity values of all classes are updated depending on their prediction accuracy regarding  }
for all 
 0 do
   
   
   
end for
if   then
{Unknown  is put into the best sufficiently similar class that understands at least  , if any;
else, a new class is created, if 9 permits}
  O PTA LT C LASS ; ,9   
if     then
  

     ,/
end if
else
{ is incorrect wrt  or very stable}
if      "!
 .- # then
{Re-Classify  to a highly similar  , if any; else create a new class if 9 permits}
  O PTA LT C LASS ; ,9   %$'&
  then
if  E+
  

     ,/
end if
else
{The agent is re-classified to the maximally similar (if also very stable) class}
((
'  O PTA LT C LASS ; ,9   %$*)
if  ' + )
 ' ,+-# then
   '
end if
end if
O M -L EARN .  
{Model of   was modified because of  }
false then
if ecf .  
{Reset similarities for all non-members of  }
for all ' 0/ do
if  ' E  then
 !'  1
end if
end for
end if
   <  2'# 2 '3   (';/
0
end if
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After completing an encounter with opponent
in the pseudo-code description of algorithm 2.

  , the heuristic proceeds as presented





At the beginning, we set the current class to the value of the membership function
for opponent . So in case of encountering a known agent, the modelling agent makes
use of her prior knowledge about . Then, we update all classes’ current similarity
values with respect to
as described above, i.e. by dividing the number
of past en
counters with
that would have been correctly predicted by class (
)
by the total number of past encounters with (
). In InFFrA terms, the similarity
function represents the difference model, and thus, A D H OC keeps track of the difference between all opponents’ behaviours and all frames simultaneously. Therefore, the
assessment phase in the framing procedure simply consists of consulting the similarity
values previously computed. In other words, the complexity of assessing the usability
of a particular frame in an interaction situation is shifted to the situation interpretation
and matching phase.
If
has just been encountered for the first time, the value of
is undefined
(this is indicated by the condition
). Quite naturally,
is put into the best class
that correctly predicts the data in the current encounter , since the present encounter
is the only available source of information about the behaviour of . Since only one
sample is available for the new agent, setting ?
in O PTA LT C LASS amounts to
requiring that candidate classes correctly predict . Note, however, that this condition
will be dropped inside O PTA LT C LASS, if necessary (i.e. if no class correctly predicts
the encounter). In that case, that class will be chosen for which Q UALITY is maximal.
Again, taking an InFFrA perspective, this means that a (reasonably general and
cheap) frame that is consistent with current experience is activated. If no such frame
is available, the current encounter data is used to form a new category unless no more
“agent types” can be stored. It should be noted that this step requires the OM method
to be capable of producing a model that is consistent at least with a single observed
encounter.

Next, consider the case in which
, i.e. the case in which the agent has
been classified before. In this case, we have to enter the re-classification routine to
improve the classification of , if this is possible. To this end, we choose to assign
a new class to , if the similarity between agent
and its current class falls below
some threshold or if the model has remained stable for a long time (
) (which
D
implies that it is valuable with respect to predictions about other agents). Also, we
require that candidate classes for this re-classification be highly similar to ( ?
).
As before, if no such classes exist, O PTA LT C LASS will generate a new class for , and
if this is not possible, the “high similarity” condition is dropped – we simply have to
classify one way or the other.
In the counter-case (high similarity and unstable model), we still attempt to pick a
time, though, we only consider classes that are very stable,
new category for .This

very similar to ( 
), and we ignore classes output by O PTA LT C LASS that are
new (by checking “if
”). The intuition behind this is to merge similar classes
in the long run so as to obtain a minimal .
After re-classification, we update the class
by calling its learning algorithm
O M -L EARN and using the current encounter as a sample. The “problem case” occurs
if has caused changes to model because of errors in the predicted behaviour of
(ecf
false), because in this case, the similarity values of
to all agents
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are no more valid. Therefore, we choose to set the similarities of all non-members of
with that class to , following the intuition that since has been modified, we cannot
make any accurate statement about the similarity of other agents with it (remember that
we do not store past encounters for each known agent and are hence unable to re-assess
the values of ). Finally, we erase all empty classes from .
To sum up, the heuristic proceeds as follows: it creates new classes for unknown
agents or assigns them to “best matches” classes if creating new ones is not admissible.
After every encounter, the best candidate classes for the currently encountered agent are
those that are able to best predict past encounters with it. At the same time, good candidates have to be models that have been reliable in the past and low in computational
cost. Also, classes are merged in the long run if they are very similar and very stable.
With respect to InFFrA, assigning agents to classes and creating new classes defines the re-framing and frame adaptation details. Merging classes and deleting empty
classes, on the other hand, implements a strategy of long-term frame repository management.
As far as action selection is concerned, a twofold strategy is followed: in the case
of known agents, agent
simply uses
when interacting with agent ,
and the classification procedure is only called after an encounter has been completed.
If an unknown agent is encountered, however, the most suitable class is chosen for
action selection in each turn using O PTA LT C LASS. This reflects the intuition that the
agent puts much more effort into classification in case it interacts with a new adversary,
because it knows very little about that adversary.
In the following section we introduce the scenario we have chosen for an empirical validation of the heuristic. This section will also present the details of combining
A D H OC with a concrete OM method for a given application domain.
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5 Application to Iterated Multiagent Games
To evaluate A D H OC, we choose the long-studied domain of iterated multiagent games
that captures a number of interesting interaction issues. More specifically, we implemented a simulation system in which agents move on a toroidal grid and play a fixed
number of Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma [7, 11] games whenever they happen to be in
the same caret with some other agent. If more than two agents meet, every player plays
against every other player where couplings are drawn in random order.
As stated before, we extend the model-based learning method US-L* proposed by
Carmel and Markovitch [4, 3] that is based on learning opponent behaviour in terms of
a DFA by classification capabilities.
To this end, we model the opponent classes used in A D H OC as follows: let

   #
 "&      -      

  
such that is a DFA that models the behaviour of opponents in and a Q-table [18]
that is used to learn
of the Q-table is the
 an optimal strategy against . The statethespace
state space of , and the Q-value entries are updated using
rewards
obtained during

encounters. We also store a set of samples with each  . These are recent fixed-length
sequences of game moves of both players used to train . They are collected whenever






the modelling agent plays against class . It is important to see that they may stem
from games against different opponents, if these opponents pertain to the same class ,
because this means that we do not need to store samples of several encounters with the
same peer in order to learn the automaton; it suffices to interact with opponents of the
same “kind”. Further, as required by A D H OC, a similarity measure
between adversaries and classes is maintained, as well as a membership function
that describes which opponent pertains to which class.
Again, looking at InFFrA, this choice of opponent classes implies a specific design
of interaction frames. We can easily describe how the concept of interaction frames can
be mapped to the opponent classes:

    
 



– trajectories – these are given by the behavioural models of the DFA, describing
the behaviour of the opponent depending on the behaviour of the modelling agent
(which is not restricted by the trajectory model);
– roles & relationships – each frame/class is defined in terms of two roles, where
one (that of the modelling agent) is always fixed; the -function defines the set of
agents that can fulfil the “role” captured by a particular opponent class, while the function keeps track of similarities between agents and these roles across different
opponent classes.
– contexts — preconditions, frame activation conditions and frame deactivation conditions are trivial: agents can in theory apply any frame in any situation, provided
that they are in the same caret with an opponent; framing terminates after a fixed
number of rounds has been played. The post-conditions of encounters are stored in
terms of reward expectations as represented by the Q-table.
– beliefs – these are implicit to the architecture: both agents know their action choices
(capabilities), both know the game has a fixed length, both know that the other’s
choices matter.



The training samples and Q-table values constitute the private attributes associated
with a frame. They capture experienced rewards and a (bounded-memory) history of
experiences with every frame, respectively.
To recall how the A D H OC classification fits into the framing view of social reasoning with this particular OM method, we need to look at the individual aspects of framing
once more. Thereby, we have to distinguish between (i) the case in which the current
opponent has been encountered before and (ii) the case in which we are confronted
with an unknown adversary.
Let us first look at the case in which has been encountered before:





1. Situation interpretation: The agent records the current interaction sequence (which
becomes the perceived frame) and stores it in
 . It also updates the entries in
the Q-table according to recent payoffs.
2. Frame matching: Similarity values are updated for all frames with respect to .
As observed before, this is a complex variant of matching that moves some of the
complexity associated with frame assessment to the matching phase.
3. Frame assessment and re-framing: These occur only after an encounter, since the
classification procedure is only called after an encounter. As a consequence, the
framing decision can only have effects on future encounters with the same agent.
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The framing decision itself depends on whether the current sequence of opponent
moves is understood by the DFA in
or not. After calling the OM learning
procedure, the opponent model currently used for may have been modified, i.e. a
frame adaptation has taken place.
Unfortunately, the US-L* does not allow for incremental modifications to the DFA.
This means that if a sample challenges the current DFA, the state set of the DFA
and its transitions are completely overthrown – the algorithm is not capable of making “minor” modifications to the previous DFA. Therefore, none of the difference
models represented implicitly by the similarity function is adequate after such a
modification to the DFA. Thus, it is very risky to modify the model of a class.
4. Trial instantiation: Instead of testing different hypotheses and “mock-activating”
them as suggested by the general InFFrA view, A D H OC performs a “greedy” search
for an adequate frame by using O PTA LT C LASS. Hence, this is a very simple implementation of the trial instantiation phase.
5. Frame enactment: This is straightforward – the InFFrA component uses the Qtable associated with the frame/opponent class
for action selection and uses
the classical Boltzmann strategy for exploration. Since there is no other level of
reasoning to compete with, the agent can directly apply the choices of the InFFrA
layer. A notable speciality of the US-L*-A D H OC variant of InFFrA is that the DFA
impose no restrictions on the action selection mode of the modelling agent itself, it
is free to do anything that will help optimise its utility.
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In the case of unknown opponents, frame assessment and re-framing is implemented as
in the previous case. The differences lie in matching and in making framing decisions,
which occurs after each round of the encounter (and not only after the entire encounter).
After each round, the modelling agent activates the most similar class with respect to
the current sequence of moves and uses this class for enactment decisions (according to
the respective Q-table).

6 Experimental Results
In the first series of experiments we conducted, one A D H OC agent played against a
population of opponents with fixed strategies chosen from the following pool of strategies:
– “ALL C” (always cooperate),
– “ALL D” (always defect),
– “TIT FOR TAT” (cooperate in the first round; then play whatever the opponent
played in the previous round) and
– “TIT FOR TWO TATS” (cooperate initially; then, cooperate iff opponent has cooperated in the two most recent moves).
Using these simple strategies served as a starting point to verify whether the A D H OC
agent was capable of performing the task in principle. If A D H OC proved able to group
a steadily increasing number of opponents into these four classes and to learn optimal
strategies against them, this would prove that A D H OC can do the job. An important

Fig. 3. Number of agent classes an A D H OC agent creates over time in contrast to the total number
of known (fixed-strategy) opponents (which is increased by 40 in rounds 150, 300 and 450). As
can be seen, the number of identified classes converges to the actual (four) strategies.

advantage of using these simple and well-studied strategies was that it is easy to verify
whether the A D H OC agent is playing optimally, since optimal counter-strategies can be
analytically derived.
To obtain an adequate and fair performance measure for the classification heuristic,
we compared the performance of the A D H OC agent to that of an agent who learns one
model for every opponent it encounters (“One model per opponent”) and to that of an
agent who learns a single model for all opponents (“Single model”).
The results of these simulations are shown in figures 3 and 4. Plots were averaged

over 100 simulations
on a
-grid. Parameter settings where:
,
 ,

,
,  and
. 6 samples where stored for each class in order
to learn opponent automata. They prove that the agent is indeed capable of identifying
the existing classes, and that convergence to a set of opponent class is robust against
entry of new agents into the system.
In terms of scalability, this is a very important result, because it means that A D H OC
agents are capable of evolving a suitable set of opponent classes regardless of the size
of the agent population, as long as the number of strategies employed by adversaries is
limited (and in most applications, this will be reasonable to assume).
A look at performance results with respect to utility reveals even more impressive
results. It shows that the A D H OC agent not only does better than the “single model”
agent (which is quite natural), but that it also significantly outperforms an allegedly
“unboundedly rational” agent that is capable of constructing a new opponent model for
each adversary! Even though the unboundedly rational agent’s performance is steadily
increasing, it remains below that of the A D H OC agent even after 40000 encounters.
This sheds new light on the issues discussed in section 2, because it means that
designing learning algorithms in a less “individual-focused” way can even speed-up
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Fig. 4. Comparison of cumulative rewards between A D H OC agent, an agent that maintains one
model for each opponent and an agent that has only a single model for all opponents in the same
setting as above.

the progress in learning. In technical terms, the reason for this is easily found. The
speed-up is caused by the fact that the A D H OC agent obtains much more learning data
for every class model it maintains by forcing more than one agent into that model,
thus being able to learn a better strategy against every class within a shorter period of
time. This illustrates an aspect of learning in open systems that we might call “social
complexity reduction”: the ability to adapt to adversaries quickly by virtue of creating
stereotypes. If opponents can be assumed to have something in common (their strategy),
learning whatever is common among them can be achieved faster if they are not granted
individuality.
Another issue that deserves analysis is, of course, the appropriate choice of the upper bound for the number of possible opponent classes. Figure 5 shows a comparison
between A D H OC agents that use values 10, 20, 40 and 80 for , respectively, in terms
of both number of opponent classes maintained and average reward per encounter.
Even though there is not much difference between the time needed to converge to
the optimal number of opponent classes, there seem to be huge differences with respect
to payoff performance. More specifically, although a choice of
instead of 
seems to have little or no impact on performance, values of 10 and 20 are certainly too
small.
In order to interpret this result, we have to consider two different aspects of the
US-L*-A D H OC system:





– The more models are maintained, the more exploration will be carried out per
model in order to learn an optimal strategy against it.
– The fewer models we are allowed to construct, the more “erroneous” will these
models be in predicting the behaviour of adversaries that pertain to them.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between A D H OC agents using different 9 values. The upper plot shows the
number of opponent classes the agents maintain, while the plot below shows the average reward
per encounter. The number of opponent classes remains stable after circa 5000 rounds.

The first aspect is simply due to the fact that as new classes are generated, their Q-tables
have to be initialised and it takes a number of Q-value updates until a reasonably good
counter-strategy is learned. On the other hand, a small upper bound on the number of
classes forces us to use models that do not predict their member’s behaviours correctly,
at least until a large amount of training data has been gathered.
This contrasts our previous observation about the potential of creating stereotypes.
Although it is certainly true that we have to trade off these two aspects against each
other (both extremely high and extremely low values for seem to be inappropriate),
our results here are in favour of large values for . This suggests that allowing some diversity during learning seems to be crucial to achieve effective learning and interaction.
The second series of experiments involved simulations with societies that consist
entirely of A D H OC agents. Here, unfortunately, A D H OC agents fail to evolve any useful

strategy, they exhibit random behaviour throughout. The reason for this is that they have
fairly random initial action selection distributions (when Q tables are not filled yet and
automata un-settled). Hence, no agent can strategically adapt to the strategies of others
(since they do not have a strategy, either).
A slight modification to the OM method, however, suffices to produce better results.
We simply add the following rule to the decision-making procedure:





If the automaton of a class is constantly
modified during consecutive games,

we play some fixed strategy
for games; then we return to the strategy
suggested by
.
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The intuition behind this rule can be re-phrased as follows: if an agent discovers that
her opponent is not pursuing any discernible strategy whatsoever, it takes the initiative
to come up with a reasonable strategy itself. In other words, she tries to become “learnable” herself in the hope that an adaptive opponent will develop some strategy that can
be learned in turn.
An important design issue is which strategy
to use in practice, and we investigated four different methods:
1. Use TIT FOR TAT on the grounds that it is stable and efficient in the IPD domain.
2. Use a fixed strategy that is obtained by generating an arbitrary DFA.
3. Pick that strategy from the pool of known opponent strategies that
(a) has the highest Q UALITY value,
(b) provides the largest payoff.
The results of these simulations are shown in figure 6. The choice of TIT FOR TAT
clearly outperforms the other methods and this confirms the long-lived reputation of this
strategy [1], because it is known to be a very safe strategy against a variety of counterstrategies. In terms of deriving as generic method of choosing such a strategy that does
not depend on knowledge about the particular interaction problem, this is certainly not
an optimal solution and is surely an issue that deserves further investigation.
Still, our experiments prove that A D H OC is at least capable of “trying out” new
strategies without jeopardising long-term performance, although this is certainly not
optimal in decision-theoretic terms.

7 Conclusion
Open systems are becoming increasingly important in real-world applications, and pose
new problems for multiagent learning methods. In this paper, we have suggested a novel
way of looking at the problem of learning how to interact effectively in such systems
that is based on the principle of looking less at the behaviour of individual co-actors
and concentrating more on learning activities that are concerned with recurring patterns
of interactions that are relevant regardless of the particular opponent. We presented a
framework for designing and analysing such learning algorithms based on the sociological terms of frames and framing called InFFrA and applied it to the design of a
heuristic for opponent classification.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of agent performance in “A D H OC vs. A D H OC” simulations and different
selection methods for the strategy chosen if the opponent exhibits random behaviour.

A practical implementation of this heuristic in the context of a multiagent IPD scenario was used to conduct extensive empirical studies which proved the adequacy of our
approach. This system called US-L*-A D H OC not only constitutes a first application of
InFFrA, it also extends an existing opponent modelling method by the capability of
classification, rendering this opponent modelling method usable for systems with more
than just a few agents. For a particular domain of application, US-L*-A D H OC successfully addresses the problems of behavioural diversity, agent heterogeneity and agent
fluctuation. It does so by allowing for different types of opponents and deriving optimal
strategies for acting towards these opponents, while at the same time coercing data of
different opponents into the same model whenever possible, so that the learning efforts
pay even if particular agents are never encountered again.
The work presented here is only a first step toward the development of learning
algorithms for open multiagent systems, and many issues remain to be resolved, out
of which we can mention but a few that are directly related to our own research. One
of these is the use of communication: in our experiments, the main reason for not being able to evolve cooperative interaction patterns in the “A D H OC vs. A D H OC” setting
(i.e. the interesting case) unless TIT FOR TAT is used as a “fallback” strategy is the utility pressure which causes agents to use ALL D whenever in doubt (after all, it is the best
strategy if we know nothing about the other’s strategy). So if agents were able to indicate what strategy they are going to play without endangering their utility performance
every time, we expect the possibility for cooperation to emerge to be much bigger. Another interesting issue to explore is the application of US-L*-A D H OC to more realistic
multiagent domains. Finally, a theoretical framework to analyse the trade-off between
learning models of individuals vs. learning models of recurring behaviours would surely
contribute to a principled development of learning algorithms for open systems.
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